ACCESSORIES
It really is the little things – all those accessory items with details integrated with a traveler’s comfort
in mind – that count. The best accessories are a fusion of timeless design, creative innovation and
practicality and are built to enhance the traveling lifestyle.
BY KATHY WITT

Packing just got
more efficient and
organized with
this set of three
waterproof A.Saks
Squares from A.Saks
Luggage, perfect for
packing anything
that may spill – and
clothes, too.
MSRP $49.99

From Urban Edge by Canyon Outback Leather is the
Colten Canvas Travel Kit (11” x 7 1/2” x 6 1/4”), an organizing
dynamo featuring a top zipper with a wide-mouth opening,
a zippered bottom area with straps and a mesh pocket
to keep toiletries separated, plus a discreet zip interior
pocket for small items. MSRP $45
Dimo Gear’s first entry into the mini handbag category
is the WalletBe RFID Mini Purse in soft and durable
Italian pebbled leather featuring a built-in RFID
accordion with 11 individual slots. A must-have for
women on the go who want a compact, lightweight,
secure and organized handbag that carries the
essentials – makeup, lipstick, keys and more – in a
fashionable format, it is perfect for smartphones (up to
iPhone 6s). MSRP $69.95

Tying in to the new release
of “The Peanuts Movie” in
November 2015 is what surely
will become a fan favorite,
the Flying Ace Snoopy
Luggage Tag, another fun
and distinctive Retro Tag by
Flapjack Toys. MSRP $10

Lighting the way for
junior travel accessories
is the next generation of nightlights:
Go Travel’s Night
Glow Monkey and
Froggy help parents keep
their young children entertained and comfortable
both in-flight and at their
travel destinations. The
non-heat conducting light,
activated by pressing the
nightlight’s tummy,
gently cycles through
red, green and blue light
variations, providing comforting hues for children sleeping in unfamiliar surroundings.
With a cozy fleecy fabric exterior and a foam interior that conforms to the shape of a
child, Night Glow turns off automatically after 10 minutes. MSRP $28.99

Organize and protect
your travel docs,
assorted currencies,
credit cards and ID inside Heys’ RFID Blocking
Document Wallet. Underscoring its utility
with an all-around zipper closure to prevent
important documents from falling out, this
wallet sports multiple card slots, plus a large
slip pocket to fit various types of currencies
and a zippered mesh pocket for change.
Not only does it protect your personal data,
it conveniently holds your passport and
boarding pass, too. MSRP $24.97
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Store cosmetics,
toiletries and other small
items in this Cosmetic Organizer
from LCI Brands, featuring two
zippered compartments
– one mesh and one
TPU – that can be
combined or detached
for individual use.
Measuring 7.5” x 8.5” x 3.5”,
the case has magnetic closures. MSRP $19.99

This sleek Passport
Wallet from Mancini’s
NEVADA Collection
is handcrafted in top
grain pull up leather and
equipped with the latest
RFID wave-blocking
technology. Featuring a
passport pocket, 13 credit
card slots and room for travel documents, this fine leather
accessory exudes classic elegance and comes beautifully
packaged in an elegant gift box. MSRP $77.99
Take luxury on the road with Oro Classics’
Elegante Executive Leather Travel Case
(9” x 1.5” x 6”), a complete solution
for storing your documents,
credit cards, ID, passport and
more. This one-of-a-kind
handheld case is built with
iGuard to help prevent
identity theft and also
offers a built-in leather
hand strap for easy
carrying. MSRP $89

LODIS’ LANI Double
Zip Pouch is one of this
season’s must haves. Easy
to grab and go, this pouch
with multiple card slots is
organized for your cards
and cash on one side and
has a completely separate
pocket on the other side.
Available in Kate Party
Python and Party Plaid
Zoey, LANI also gives you
a discreet bottom zip for
tucking away the rest of
your secrets. MSRP $74

From NuLine Concepts,
the Yatra™ Audio
Aquatune™ features
three models in its
Play Anywhere Speaker
Series 2015: 12610 –
12 watts and 10 hours play
time (MSRP $79.99); 9612 – 9 watts,
12 hours play time ($59.99); and 5712 – 5 watts,
12 hours play time ($34.99), providing users with rugged,
wireless, all-weather sound.

From McKlein is Parinda’s
stylish Maya II, a textured,
faux leather cross-body
sized to hold just a few of
your most important
essentials for a day or night out
on the town. Featuring a saddle
silhouette, this handbag offers
a compact shape and a
rounded flap front design
with a turn-lock closure. It is
detailed with a suede lined
interior and a single adjustable shoulder strap that
can be slung comfortably
across the body.
MSRP $140

Here it is,
ladies: P-Mate
is a discreet,
hygienic
and reliable
cardboard
stand-up-and-pee device
that is disposable, quick, clean
and leak-proof. There is no
need to undress, and the
device folds to fit discreetly in
a pocket. No more dropping
your drawers to use dirty and
disgusting public facilities!
MSRP $5.95
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Corralling your toiletries together will
be easy with Ricardo Beverly Hills’
10” Travel Organizer from Ricardo’s
Essentials Collection. With three
zippered pockets inside as well as
several elastic pouches, the kit features
removable zippered wet pockets that
are ideal for separating wet items from
the rest of your toiletries. Style mavens
will love the fun and stylish purple paisley
design. MSRP $40

Pacsafe’s Coversafe™ X75 with RFIDsafe™ is
as discreet as it is soft and secure. Designed
to be worn under clothing, its slash-resistant,
wire-reinforced Carrysafe® slashguard
strap adds an extra layer of security should
you need to wear it over clothing for easy
access. Breathe a little easier knowing your
passport and key essentials are kept safely
undercover and away from prying eyes
and slash-happy, pickpocketing hands.
Available in black, neutral gray and chili,
it has a zippered main compartment
that fits a passport plus one open
slot pocket, soft-touch breathable backing and Velcro® brand
flap closure. MSRP $27

Royce Leather has added to its luxury
technology collection with the Bluetooth
Tracking Smart Tag with Genuine Leather Key
Fob Ring Organizer. Powered by Bluetooth
technology, this clever tracking device
will safeguard your keys or any
other valuables you take along
on your daily commute or global
excursions. Most notably, it fits
snugly inside a leather case
attached to a stainless steel
key fob ring, making it easy
to carry home, office and
car keys without fear
of losing or forgetting
them. MSRP $60

TagsForBags introduces both the
personalized and shelf version of
its all-new World Class outdoor
series tags for the active outdoor
traveler. Like its other tags, these have
a privacy ID and itinerary pocket, and
can be ordered either with the World
Class icon on both sides or with the
specific World Class icon on one side
and the owner’s name on the reverse
side. These custom-made tags are
manufactured in Palm Desert, CA.
MSRP $15

Here is the only hairbrush you’ll ever need: Pop
Fold, a full-size Wet Brush that folds in half for
travel, features a retractable cushion for safe
storage. As with all Wet Brushes, it will detangle
knots with ease, no matter the hair type, with
Intelliflex™ bristles that are super thin, strong
and flexible. The bristles’ SofTips™ will massage
the scalp to stimulate circulation at the follicle.
Best news: The Wet Brush can be used on wet
or dry hair and also works on extensions and
wigs. MSRP $12.99

The original XShot Selfie Stick has been revamped: the XShot Deluxe Selfie Kit
with Remote offers an array of six brilliant colors in fully anodized aluminum
construction. With a feather-light and compact design, this selfie
stick quickly opens and stays in position at any length. It includes a
Bluetooth-compatible remote shutter and an XShot premium phone
holder for iPhone or Android. MSRP $29.95
Please see the Buyer’s Guide on page 69 for a directory of the
companies whose products are included in this feature.
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